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x-force's current director is brett porter. peter rice is the operations manager. in addition to x-force, rice and porter also work for the cyber security division of the tsinghua security research center (tsrc). tsrc is a research division of the state key laboratory of networking and switching technology at tsinghua university. x-force is a part of the us-
cert cybersecurity integration center. the center brings together several departments of the department of homeland security to coordinate and focus on cybersecurity. x-force researchers are able to access information from several federal agencies, including the national security agency. x-force is your global threat intelligence and advisory

partner. by working with you to understand your business, uncover emerging threats, and develop solutions, we can prevent cyberattacks from ever reaching your organization. we work with you to identify and understand your security challenges and vulnerabilities, and provide the right security tools to help you protect your data, networks, and
endpoints. we then work with you to define a plan of action, evaluate your current and future security needs, and provide security advice and recommendations. x-force helps you uncover threats and manage risk using advanced technology to identify, track, and respond to advanced threats like never before. ibm x-force delivers advanced threat
detection, prevention, and response capabilities on a global scale using deep analytics, and helps you identify and remediate malicious activity. in addition to the global intelligence available via x-force and other security products, you can also access real-time threat intelligence available through zscaler. by leveraging the zscaler platform, you

can access x-force intelligence and other security products with a single click, delivering a comprehensive view of your security posture and the entire threat lifecycle.
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today's enterprises need to continually monitor their networks for unauthorized activity and quickly respond to threats in order to maintain business operations, compliance, and reputation. x-force enables security teams to rapidly detect and respond to threats to detect, contain, or remediate attacks. ibm x-force helps you protect your most
sensitive data and systems from today's most advanced threats. x-force helps you identify and remediate advanced threats including targeted attacks, targeted attacks on mobile devices, and botnet threats. by combining several of the x-force products, you can scan and remediate your network to identify and remove malware and prevent the

propagation of threats to network devices. our threat prevention solutions help you identify and remove malware and prevent the spread of malware across your network and into endpoints. x-force is a team of hackers, experts and researchers that work to prevent, detect, respond to, and recover from incidents so that you can focus on business
priorities. x-force offensive and defensive services are underpinned by threat research, intelligence and remediation services. the team is comprised of hackers, responders, researchers and analysts, many of whom are world-renowned security thought leaders. because x-force operates in 170 countries, the team is by your side whenever and

wherever you need them. after the collapse of the soviet union, the x-men were disbanded by the united nations. decades later, professor xavier, cyclops, and the rest of the original x-men were brought back together, but they were given different numbers and were under the supervision of the new u.n. x-force was created and its first mission
was to take down the terrorist organization, the mutant liberation front. 5ec8ef588b
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